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Tensor network states provide an efficient class of states that faithfully capture strongly correlated quantum
models and systems in classical statistical mechanics. While tensor networks can now be seen as becoming
standard tools in the description of such complex many-body systems, close to optimal variational principles
based on such states are less obvious to come by. In this work, we generalize a recently proposed variational
uniform matrix product state algorithm for capturing one-dimensional quantum lattices in the thermodynamic
limit, to the study of regular two-dimensional tensor networks with a non-trivial unit cell. A key property of
the algorithm is a computational effort that scales linearly rather than exponentially in the size of the unit cell.
We demonstrate the performance of our approach on the computation of the classical partition functions of
the antiferromagnetic Ising model and interacting dimers on the square lattice, as well as of a quantum doped
resonating valence bond state.
I. INTRODUCTION
Tensor network methods are increasingly becoming a stan-
dard tool for studying the physics of strongly-correlated sys-
tems, both from the perspective of a theoretical and math-
ematical understanding of many-body effects as well as for
providing a versatile toolbox for numerical simulations1–6.
In the context of one-dimensional quantum physics, matrix
product states (MPS) have been identified to parametrize the
low-energy states of gapped local Hamiltonians, in fact prov-
ably so. MPS-based algorithms allow for efficient simu-
lations of static and dynamic properties of spin chains in
various facets7 and allow for precise numerical analysis of
symmetry protected topological order in one dimension8–10.
Two-dimensional quantum systems can be simulated using
instances of projected entangled-pair states (PEPS). Indeed,
the PEPS toolbox is increasingly capturing ground state11–14,
dynamic15–17, spectral18,19, and finite-temperature20,21, prop-
erties as well as the simulation of open system dynamics22 of
quantum spins or electrons in two dimensions. In the field of
classical statistical mechanics, tensor networks provide a nat-
ural way of simulating e.g. critical and/or frustrated systems
in two23 and three24,25 dimensions, which are notoriously dif-
ficult for standard sampling methods.
When applying tensor networks to two- and three-
dimensional systems, both quantum and classical, the compu-
tational bottleneck always consists of the contraction of a two-
dimensional tensor network. In the easiest case, one consid-
ers a translation-invariant tensor network on a regular lattice
in the thermodynamic limit, i.e. the network consists of a sin-
gle tensor that is repeated over an infinite lattice. In the past,
different algorithms have been proposed for this fundamen-
tal task, which can be subdivided into three main approaches:
(i) Real-space renormalization-group methods26–31 rely on
coarse-graining transformations on the level of the tensors that
make up the network, such that global properties of the ten-
sor network can be efficiently computed. (ii) In corner trans-
fer matrix methods32–37, part of the network is represented
by effective corner tensors which are obtained by an itera-
tive growing of the environment and truncation of the tensors.
(iii) Boundary methods aim to approximate the fixed point
of the row-to-row transfer matrix as an MPS, such that this
MPS represents an effective representation of half of the net-
work; different algorithms can be used to find the fixed point
such as the density-matrix renormalization group1,23, the time-
evolving block decimation38,39 or the VUMPS algorithm40–42.
The two former approaches rely on power methods to find
a fixed point for the contraction of an infinite tensor net-
work, whereas MPS-tangent-space methods can exploit more
advanced solvers for the leading eigenvector of the transfer
matrix. This property leads to a significant speed-up for the
VUMPS algorithm as compared to power methods when crit-
ical or close-to-critical tensor networks are considered40,43.
In many applications, the relevant two-dimensional ten-
sor network cannot be chosen to be translation invariant, but
rather consists of a larger unit cell of different tensors that are
repeated over the infinite lattice. In other scenarios, the tensor
network itself is translation-invariant but the lattice symmetry
is spontaneously broken. In both cases, an algorithm with uni-
form tensors can not be used for the contraction. Whereas cor-
ner transfer matrix approaches have been extended to the case
of larger unit cells12,44, the variational boundary-MPS meth-
ods have not been formulated in this more general setting. In
this work, we show that this generalization of the VUMPS
algorithm is, in fact, a very natural one and leads to an algo-
rithm with a complexity that scales linearly with the size of
the non-trivial unit cell.
II. SET-UP
In this section we review the basic ingredients that allow for
the contraction of translation-invariant two-dimensional ten-
sor networks using the VUMPS algorithm40, setting the stage
for the multi-site version in the next section.
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2A. Two-dimensional tensor networks
Two-dimensional tensor networks are most naturally ob-
tained in the context of two-dimensional statistical mechanics,
where they appear as a representation of the partition function
of lattice spin models with local interactions. Indeed, suppose
we have a system of spins si = ±1 on a regular, say square,
lattice with nearest-neighbour interactions
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
H(si, sj). (1)
The partition function for this model is given by
Z = lim
N
∑
s∈{±1}N
e−βH(s) = lim
N
∑
s∈{±1}N
∏
〈i,j〉
e−βH(si,sj).
(2)
We can now write this partition function as a tensor network
by placing a local Boltzmann weight represented by the sym-
metric matrix t
t = e−βH(s1,s2) (3)
on each link on the lattice, placing a δ tensor
a
b
c
d
=
{
1, a = b = c = d
0, else , (4)
on each site, and contracting all connected indices. In this
way, we arrive at
Z =
M M M
M M M
M M M
(5)
with
M =
q
q
q
q (6)
where q2 = t. A local expectation value of an observable O
with values Oj , j = ±1, at site i is given by changing one
tensor in this tensor network, i.e.,
〈Oi〉 = 1Z
M M M
M N M
M M M
(7)
where the new tensor N is given by
N =
q
q
q
q
O
(8)
and is placed at site i. Similarly one can represent generic
n-point functions by placing the n defect tensors in the form
of Eq. (8) at the corresponding sites in the partition function
Eq. (5).
Two-dimensional tensor networks also show up as the norm
or local expectation values of two-dimensional PEPS. Then,
the elementary four leg tensor M is given as the sandwich of
the PEPS tensor and its conjugate
M(d, d¯) (b, b¯)
(a, a¯)
(c, c¯)
=
d¯ b¯
a¯
c¯
d b
a
c
(9)
where the thick leg on the left hand side corresponds to the
tensor product of the two thin legs of the respective side of the
PEPS tensor.
To contract two dimensional tensor networks it is natural
to use the fact that topological two dimensional systems (triv-
ial or non-trivial) are in general believed to admit a gapped
boundary45,46. This is, there exists a many body state vector
|ψ〉 with exponentially decaying correlations such that
M M M
ψ · · ·· · ·
= λ
ψ · · ·· · ·
.
(10)
Note that similar to Ref. 45, we use the notion of a boundary
interchangeably for the boundary of the lattice as well as for
the boundary state living on the boundary. If one is able to
efficiently compute and manipulate this boundary one can use
the fixed point equation (10) in order to reduce the contraction
of the two-dimensional system to the contraction of a one-
dimensional system.
B. Matrix product states in the thermodynamic limit
Matrix product states (MPS) are a class of states that can be
efficiently contracted and that provably capture the local prop-
erties of gapped boundaries arbitrarily well7,47–50. Therefore,
MPS are a powerful tool for approximating boundaries of two-
dimensional tensor networks in the thermodynamic limit in an
efficient way. An MPS is fully determined by a three-leg ten-
sor A = (Aα,i,β) with dimensions (χ, d, χ) where χ is called
the bond dimension and d the physical dimension of the MPS.
The boundary represented by this tensor can be written in the
thermodynamic limit as
|ψ(A)〉 = A A A A . (11)
3The representation of a state by a three-leg tensor is not unique
due to the gauge degrees of freedom of introducing an identity
in the form of a pair of matricesX·X−1 on a bond. This gauge
freedom can be exploited to choose a canonical form for the
tensors. In the so-called mixed canonical gauge one fixes a
reference site i and all tensors to the left of i are represented
in the left canonical gauge AL, and all tensors to the right of i
are represented by the right canonical gauge AR, i.e.
|ψ(AL, AC , AR)〉 = AL AC AR (12)
where we have introduced a center site tensor Ac, represented
as
AC = AL C = C AR , (13)
with C = (Cα,β) the matrix that gauge transforms AL to AR
and whose singular values are the Schmidt values of the state
corresponding to the cut through that bond. The left and right
canonical tensors are defined as the tensors representing the
same state as A with the additional properties of
AL
AL
= (14)
and
AR
AR
= , (15)
respectively. In other words, the tensors AL and AR are
isometries51.
The set of MPS tensors for a fixed bond dimension χ mod-
ulo gauge equivalence defines the manifold of MPS Mχ.
Through the map |ψ(·)〉 that embeds the tensors into the many
body Hilbert space, one obtains a metric on Mχ and a no-
tion of a tangent space projector that projects states from
the Hilbert space onto the tangent space of the manifold42,52,
cf. II D.
C. Approximating center tensors
Motivated by the VUMPS algorithm, it is convenient to
have a means of finding a MPS approximation to a given pair
of tensors AC and C. In principle, a MPS is fully defined via
AL or AR alone. However, one can define a MPS via AC
and C, where AL and AR can be found by using Eq. (13)
and inverting the matrix C. Note, however, that not every pair
consisting of a three- and a two-leg tensor exactly represents
a MPS, as solving Eq. (13) via inverting C not necessarily
gives rise to a left or right isometric tensor. Given two tensors
AC and C corresponding to a MPS, one can find the isometric
tensors AL and AR that realize Eq. (13) by a singular-value
decomposition (or, likewise, by a polar decomposition)40
AC C† = U S V (16)
AL = U V , (17)
and similarly for AR
ACC† = U S V (18)
and
AR = U V . (19)
Obtaining isometries AL and AR from some pair AC and C
(not necessarily explicitly representing a MPS) gives rise to
gauging errors L and R as
L =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ AC − AL C ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
(20)
and
R =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ AC − ARC ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
. (21)
D. Variational optimization for uniform matrix product states
(VUMPS)
The VUMPS algorithm40 is a fixed point iteration method
for finding the boundary of a two-dimensional tensor net-
work. The desired fixed point equation is obtained start-
ing from expressing the eigenvalue equation for the boundary
state Eq. (10) in terms of MPS as
AL AC AR
M M M
≈ λ AL AC AR . (22)
The approximation sign in Eq. (22) is due to the MPS approx-
imation of the boundary, and signifies that we aim at finding
an MPS that approximates this equation in an optimal way.
If we interpret the MPS class of states as a variational mani-
fold, this optimality condition can be reformulated as saying
that we look for the MPS for which the error made in Eq. (22)
is orthogonal (in Hilbert space) to the tangent space on the
manifold. Put differently, the tangent space projector of the
manifold applied to the equation should vanish to guarantee
the optimal solution within the variational manifold.
The tangent space projector PA at A (projecting any state
in the many body Hilbert space onto its overlap with the tan-
gent space at the state parametrized by A) can be graphically
4written as?
PA =
∑
i∈Z
AL AR
AL AR
−
AL AL AR
AL AL AR
=
∑
i∈Z
AL AR
AL AR
−
AL AR AR
AL AR AR
,
(23)
where i denotes the site in the lattice at which the picture is
centred. Introducing the tensors
1
N
AL AC AR
M M M
AL AR
= A
′
C (24)
and
1
N ′
AL AL C AR
M M M
AL AL AR
= C ′ (25)
where the diverging N and N ′ denote the normalizations
counteracting the non-normalized tensors M , one finds40 that
the vanishing of the tangent space projector on Eq. (22) is
equivalent to Eq. (13) together with
A′C = AL C ′ = C ′ AR . (26)
Moreover, because the gauge transformation C transforming
AL and AR into each other is unique up to a factor, it must
hold that A′C ∝ AC . This leads to the VUMPS equations
1
N
AL AC AR
M M M
AL AR
= τAC
AC (27)
and
1
N ′
AL AL C AR
M M M
AL AL AR
= τC C . (28)
Together with Eq. (13), Eq. (27) and (28) fully characterize the
fixed point. To solve this equation we run into one obvious
problem: The isometries AL and AR are not known unless
we have identified the full MPS, which we do not know if we
want to solve for |ψ(A)〉. Still, we can use the framework
from above to iteratively approximate the desired fixed point.
Starting from a random MPS and solving this equation once
forAC andC respectively we can use Eq. (14) and (15) to find
a new MPS approximating this pair of tensors with a gaug-
ing error max{L, R}. This update implicitly defines a non-
linear map in the MPS manifold. Iterating the procedure we
will eventually converge to the fixed point of this map repre-
sented by a pair of AC and C with vanishing gauging error.
This fixed point will then correspond to the optimal approxi-
mation to the boundary of the tensor network within the MPS
manifold. The gauging errors L and R correspond to the
norm of the gradient of 〈ψ(A)|M |ψ(A)〉 with respect to A.
Similar as in DMRG and other contraction methods it is possi-
ble to get stuck in a local minimum, which in practice however
is rarely the case.
III. CONTRACTING TENSOR NETWORKS WITH NON
TRIVIAL UNIT CELL
In this section we will show how the above mentioned
method can be extended to the case of a non-trivial unit cell
with the computational effort of the algorithm growing only
linearly rather than exponentially in the unit cell size.
A. MPS with non-trivial unit cell
In order to deal with tensor networks with a non-trivial
unit cell it is convenient to first introduce MPS with a non-
trivial unit cell. A MPS with a non-trivial unit cell of size
n is given by the data of the n tensors Ai, i = 1, . . . , n, of
shape (χ, d, χ), or equivalently by a single four leg tensor A
of shape (χ, d, χ, n), where the Ai are repeated cyclically in
order to construct the MPS
|ψ(A)〉 = A
+
A
+
A
+
A
+
(29)
Here, the blue index corresponds to i = 1, . . . , n and the +
matrix is the raising operator mapping the i-th basis vector to
the i + 1-th basis vector modulo n. Note that throughout this
work the raising operator will be used such that it is either
acting from the left to the right or acting from top to bottom.
The dimension will be clear from the context. Moreover, if it
is clear from the context that we are dealing with a non-trivial
unit cell MPS we might drop the dependency on i (the blue
leg) for the sake of a clearer picture. Note that the state as in
Eq. (29) is a superposition of all unit cell shifts of the MPS
with a non trivial unit cell. However, fixing the x-channel to
a specific value at any point (eg via an additional leg at one
of the delta tensors) one can fix to a specific MPS with a non-
trivial unit cell.
5Similar as for standard MPS we can bring |ψ(A)〉 to a
canonical form defined with tensorsAC andC (now both hav-
ing an additional leg encoding the position in the unit cell)
AC
+
= AL C
+
= C AR
+
(30)
where again the left and right canonical tensors AL and AR
fulfill (14) and (15) at each i = 1, . . . , n, separately. A multi-
site MPS can, therefore, be represented as
|ψ(AL, AC , AR)〉 = AL
+
AC
+
AR
+
. (31)
The formulas for finding AL and AR from a given AC and
C similar to Eq. (17) and (19) for MPS with a non-trivial unit
cell will turn out to be very convenient in order to generalize
the VUMPS algorithm. It is straightforward to see that they
can be generalized to
AC C† = U S V (32)
AL = U V (33)
and
ACC†
+
= U
+
S V (34)
AR = U V . (35)
B. Non-trivial unit cell VUMPS
Let us now generalize the VUMPS algorithm to tensor net-
works with a non-trivial unit cell. As before we assume a
tensor network on a square lattice now with a unit cell of
shape (nx, ny) with D denoting the bond dimension of the
tensor network. We can write this as the consecutive applica-
tion of ny MPOs Mny · · ·M1, each with a substructure of a
unit cell of length nx. Again, we assume the existence of a
gapped boundary of the tensor network that we approximate
by an MPS |ψ(A)〉with a non-trivial unit cell. Due to the non-
trivial unit cell, |ψ(A)〉 gets mapped onto itself only after the
consecutive application of the ny MPOs. As this argument is
independent on the cyclic order of the ny MPOs there exist ny
boundaries |ψ(A1)〉, . . . ,
∣∣ψ(Any )〉 for which the fixed point
equation reads
A A A
M M M
M M M
y
y
y + ny
≈ λy A A A y
(36)
where we have dropped the dependencies of the tensors on
the x and y coordinate for the sake of simplicity of the pic-
ture (as with the substructure of a non-trivial unit cell MPS
we can encode the y dependency of the tensor in an additional
leg for the MPS and MPO tensors which, in case of the y
coordinate, we will encode by a red coloured leg in the fol-
lowing, cf. Appendix B 1). It is easy to see that λy is constant
in y: if My+ny · · ·My |ψ〉 = λy |ψ〉 then it must hold that
MyMy+ny · · ·My−1(My |ψ〉) = λy(My |ψ〉). More gener-
ally, the full spectrum of Mσ(y+ny) · · ·Mσ(y) is the same for
all cyclic permutations σ.
One way of solving (36) is to block the MPOs together and
thereby reduce the problem to a tensor network with a triv-
ial unit cell for which one can apply the VUMPS algorithm
from the previous section. However, this comes at the cost of
increasing the bond dimension of the MPO toDny (the block-
ing along the x direction can be avoided with a linear overhead
as shown in Ref. 40). Let us therefore introduce a simple trick
to solve (36) with only a linear instead of an exponential over-
head in ny .
The general idea is as follows. Given n square matri-
ces X1, . . . , Xn of dimension k × k such that the product
Xy+n · · ·Xy is diagonalizable. We are looking for the n vec-
tors vy such that
X X v
−y
= λ
v
y
(37)
where − is the inverse of the + operator, λ is the eigenvalue
corresponding to the consecutive application of all theXy , the
black dots are δ tensors and the dots indicate that we multiply
over all the ny matrices. Eq. (37) can be solved either by
blocking the n matrices to a single matrix, or we use the fact
that it holds that
X v
y
=
v
+γ
y y
(38)
where we have written γy as a vector in y where γy+n · · · γy =
λ with lambda is the respective eigenvalue of the blocked ma-
trices. It is straightforward to check (38) by simply substitut-
6ing it into (37). We can rewrite (38) as
X v
−
y
=
v
γ
−
y
y
(39)
Finally, absorbing the γy into the norm of the vy+1 we obtain
an eigenvector equation for the vector v in the vector space
corresponding to the tensor product space of the two legs of v
as
X v˜
−
= γ˜ v˜ (40)
with
v˜ ∝
v
γ
−
. (41)
Eq. (40) is an eigenvector equation solving for all vi at the
same time. Assuming an iterative solver this corresponds to
increasing the complexity fromO(k) toO(nk), which in turn
corresponds to a linear overhead in the scaling parameter n.
While this is not necessary for matrices, as blocking increases
the complexity only linearly, too, it is crucial for MPOs due to
the non-trivial bond dimension. Obviously, we can re-obtain
the vy from v˜ via normalizing the respective vectors in the
y-channels.
Let us now do the same on the level of MPOs. We rewrite
Eq. (36) similar to Eq. (38) as
A A A
M M M
y
≈ γy
A A A
y + 1
(42)
where we made the y dependence on the tensors explicit for
clarity. This is the analogue of (38) on the level of tensor
networks. Hence, we can use the same arguments as before to
obtain the tensor network analogue of (40)
A A A
−
M M M
≈ γ˜
A A A
(43)
Similar as before, we project down this equation in order to
obtain a fixed-point equation on the level of the tensors just as
in II D.
We start from Eq. (43) and enforce the tangent space projec-
tors corresponding to the states of each y on the right hand side
to vanish. This corresponds to the application of the general-
ized tangent space projector as in Appendix B 2. Combining
this with the gauge constraints Eq. (30) and the fact that the
ny MPS with a fixed x- and y-index are injective, we obtain
the equations for Ay+1C and C
y+1 respectively
1
N
AL AC AR
−
M M M
AL AR
+ = τAC AC (44)
and
1
N ′
AL AL C AR
−
M M M
AL AL AR
+
= τC C . (45)
A more detailed derivation of these fixed-point equations can
be found in Appendix B. The variational optimality can be
easily understood as shown in Appendix A 2.
C. The algorithm
We obtain the ny coupled local equations for the AC and
C tensors Eq. (44) and (45) which, together with Eq. (33) and
(35) implicitly defines a flow through the coupled MPS man-
ifolds of the ny boundaries. This flow can be integrated just
as in II D. To do so we solve the local equations Eq. (44) and
(45) for an initial set of MPS, update all boundaries according
to the just obtained solutions forAC and C using Eq. (33) and
(35). Again, derive the new local equations according to the
current set of boundaries. Iterate this procedure until conver-
gence is reached.
Let us now phrase this in explicit algorithmic form. We can
compute the left and right channels in (44) and (45) explicitly
by using the leading left and right eigenvectors of the transfer
matrices respectively. To this end, we can either use (40) for
the consecutive application of the transfer matrices. However,
Eq. (46) and Eq. (47) are already optimal in complexity be-
cause we are dealing with matrices rather than MPOs. On the
other hand, for sufficiently small gaps γi in the transfer matri-
ces (cf. Eq (39)) Eq (40) leads to more stability. Moreover, us-
ing an iterative solver we can exploit the tensor-network struc-
ture to reduce the memory allocation. Thus one obtains a com-
putational effort ofO(D2χ3+D4χ2) compared toO(D2χ4),
which can further be reduced by parallelizing. The equation
7Algorithm 1: Explicit terms of the local Hamiltonians in the parallel implementation.
Function environment terms((Mx,y)x,y , (Ax,yL )x,y , (A
x,y
R )x,y , ):
(Lx,y)x,y ←− compute left eigenvector according to (46)
(Rx,y)x,y ←− compute left eigenvector according to (47)
return (Lx,y)x,y and (Rx,y)x,y
Function apply h a c((Ax,yC )x,y):
(Ax,yC )x,y ←− update according to (48)
return (Ax,yC )x,y
Function apply h c((Cx,y)x,y):
(Cx,y)x,y ←− update according to (49)
return (Cy)y
Algorithm 2: Parallel implementation of the VUMPS algorithm for non-trivial unit cells.
Data: MPO M = (Mx,y)x,y with (nx, ny) shaped unit cell; desired accuracy prec
Result: Array containing the data of ny MPS corresponding to the boundaries (|ψ(Ay)〉)y
(|ψ(Ay)〉)y ←− initialize MPS array
(Lx,y)x,y, (Rx,y)x,y ←− update environments from {(|ψ(Ay)〉)y ,M} calling environment terms
trunc ←− 1
(trunc,y)y ←− (1)y
while trunc > prec do
(Ax,yC )x,y ←− solve hAC using an iterative solver calling apply h a c
(Cx,y)x,y ←− solve hC using an iterative solver calling apply h c
for y ∈ {0, . . . , ny} do
{Ax,yL/R}x, trunc,y ←− {(Ax,yC )x, (Cx,y)x} following (33) or (35)
|ψ(Ay)〉 ←− {Ax,yL/R}x by finding the mixed gauge (similar to Algorithm 2 in Ref. 42)
gauge ←− max{gauge,y}
(Lx,y)x,y, (Rx,y)x,y ←− update environments from {(|ψ(Ay)〉)y ,M} calling environment terms
for the ny × nx left eigenvectors is
L M
AL
AL
M
AL
AL
+ +
+ x
y
= αLx,y
L
y
x
(46)
where we have drawn the dependence of the tensors on x and
y explicitly for the sake of clarity. The dots imply the ma-
trix product over the nx transfer matrices contained in one
unit cell of the y-th row. Similarly, the equations for the right
eigenvectors are
RM
AR
AR
M
AR
AR
++
+x
y
= αRx,y
R
y
x
. (47)
Note, while we need to solve this equation for all y we can
fix the x value and obtain the remaining environment tensors
via applying the respective transfer matrices (followed by a
normalization).
We can now use the (x, y)-dependent environments
(Lx,y)x,y and (Rx,y)x,y in order to define the application of
the local fixed point equations hAC and hC corresponding to
(44) and (45) that we will use to iteratively solve for the ten-
sors AC and C
AC
ML R
−
+ +
= λAC AC (48)
and
C
L R
−
+
= λC C (49)
8Figure 1. Different measures of the magnetization of the anti-
ferromagnetic Ising model in the unit cell in the absence of a mag-
netic field compared to exact results (dashed line) for χ = 20. Ab-
solute value of the magnetization at site (0, 0) (crosses) and half dis-
tance of magnetization between neighbouring sites (pluses).
Let us recapitulate the algorithm: To start we initialize a
set of ny MPS with a unit cell of size nx, each of these MPS
corresponding to a boundary. Then we derive the local equa-
tions hAC (cf. (48)) and hc (cf. (49)) using (46) and (47).
Solving hAC and hC we obtain new tensors AC for all x and
y and C for all x and y. Using these we update the bound-
aries using (33) and (35) obtaining a gauging error. To do so,
use either (33) or (35) to get a set of left (right) canonical ten-
sors from the AC and C together with the respective gauging
errors. Next find the right (left) canonical representation of
these tensors as in Ref. 42 Algorithm 2. The left and right
canonical tensors define the boundaries for the next iteration.
Next, start again from the beginning until the gauging error
is smaller than a desired threshold . The algorithm is shown
with more structure in Algorithms 1 and 2. Note, instead of
using the gauging error one might as well use the singular val-
ues of the C tensors as convergence criterion. Finally, instead
of the parallel update just defined one could as well use a se-
quential update in the x direction (cf. Appendix C).
IV. TEST CASES AND BENCHMARKS
A. Classical anti-ferromagnetic Ising model
To test the multi-site VUMPS algorithm we investigate the
classical anti-ferromagnetic Ising model on a square lattice
with a magnetic field. This is given by the partition function
Z(β, J, h,N) =
∑
s∈{±1}×N
exp(−βH(s, J, h)), (50)
H(s, J, h) = J
∑
〈i,j〉
sisj + h
∑
i
si, (51)
where 〈i, j〉 denotes the sum over nearest neighbours on the
square lattice. We can write this partition function as a two-
dimensional tensor network on the square lattice from the ten-
sor
Figure 2. Zoom in to the phase transition between the disordered and
ordered phase for various values of χ = 12, . . . , 44.
M =
q
q
q
q
h
(52)
where
q q =
(
e−βJ eβJ
eβJ e−βJ
)
(53)
and
h =
(
eβh
e−βh
)
. (54)
Although the partition function of the Ising anti-ferromagnet
can be represented by a single tensor M , it actually has a non-
trivial unit cell. This can be easily seen as follows. The par-
tition function of the anti-ferromagnet equals that of the Ising
ferromagnet after a sub-lattice rotation flipping every second
spin in the lattice. This transformation has a 2 × 2 unit cell.
Also, this sub-lattice rotation would map a homogenous mag-
netic field to a staggered magnetic field highlighting this unit
cell. This actually reflects the fact that the anti-ferromagnetic
partition function has a vanishing norm if restricted to odd
lattices. Hence, the thermodynamic limit is only well de-
fined if restricting to even lattices. This behaviour can be
nicely observed using our algorithm. So in a sense, the anti-
ferromagnet is a ferromagnet with a non-trivial unit cell.
Fixing J = 1 we can map the physics of Eq. (50) into the
plane spanned by β ≥ 0 and h ∈ R. For h = 0 we can
compute the magnetization within the unit cell and compare
to exact results. As for h = 0 the anti-ferromagnet equals
the ferromagnet with every second site flipped in the z basis,
we expect a staggered magnetization in the unit cell with the
same strength as for the ferromagnet. In Fig. 1 we show our
results obtained with algorithm 4 for bond dimension χ = 20.
We compare the absolute value of the magnetization of the
9Figure 3. Heatmap visualizing the emergence of the anti-ferromagnetic order within the unit cell through the thermal phase transition β =
0.439 (top left), β = 0.44075 (top right), β = 0.4425 (bottom left), β = 0.46 (bottom right) for χ = 44.
Figure 4. Magnetic phase transition at β = 0.45 from the
anti-ferromagnetic phase to the magnetically ordered ferromagnetic
phase. Various measures are shown such as the half distance of the
magnetization between neighbouring sites (dashed line), distance of
absolute values of magnetizations between neighbouring sites (blue
crosses), maximum (red crosses) and minimum (yellow crosses) of
the absolute values of the magnetization at sites (0, 0) and (0, 1),
respectively.
first site in the unit cell (x, y) = (0, 0) with the exact results.
Moreover, we compare to the half distance between consecu-
tive sites in the unit cell |m(0, 0)−m(0, 1)|/2 wherem(x, y)
is the magnetization at the unit cell site (x, y). We find perfect
agreement for all quantities up to machine precision.
We have investigated the phase transition around βc ≈
0.44068 in more detail in Fig. 2. We have computed |m(0, 0)|
for various bond dimensions χ = 12, 16, 20, 28, 36, 44. Only
very close to the critical point our results start to deviate from
the exact values depending on the bond dimension, reflecting
the fact that low-χ MPS cannot describe critical states accu-
rately. In order to further illustrate our results, in Fig. 3 we
show the magnetization in the unit cell depending on β for
h = 0. One can nicely see the emergence of the staggered
magnetization through the phase transition.
Next, we have investigated the transition from a staggered
magnetized phase to an ordered magnetized phase at β =
0.45 and along h ∈ [0, 2]. In Fig. 4 we show our results
for various quantities obtained from the local magnetizations
m(x, y). One can nicely see the linear dependence of the
difference between the absolute values of the local magne-
tizations of consecutive sites until the phase transition around
hc(β = 0.45) ≈ 0.74, where it drops to zero and the local
magnetizations start to point in the same direction with the
same values. In Fig. 5 we have visualized this process by
plotting the local magnetizations in the unit cell for four con-
secutive values of h at β = 0.45, nicely showing the transition
from an anti-ferromagnetic to a ferromagnetic order.
B. Interacting dimers on the square lattice
As a second benchmark, we consider a model of interact-
ing dimers on the square lattice53,54. This model starts from
the well-known dimer-counting problem, which was solved
exactly in the early sixties55–57. This problem can be extended
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Figure 5. Heatmap visualizing the magnetization within the unit cell through the magnetic phase transition for magnetic fields h = 0.4 (top
left), h = 0.6667 (top right), h = 0.8 (bottom left) and h = 2 (bottom right) at χ = 20.
Figure 6. The order parameter D characterizing the columnar phase
in the interacting dimer model as a function of temperature for differ-
ent values of the bond dimension. In the inset we perform an extrap-
olation of the inflection point as a function of the bond dimensionD,
yielding an estimate for the critical point Tc ≈ 0.6523.
to a statistical mechanics model, where the allowed configura-
tions are determined by all dimer coverings and we can asso-
ciate an energy to each dimer configuration. A natural choice
for the energy Ec of a given configuration is the number of
parallel dimers,
Ec = −
∑
p
Np(c), (55)
where the sum is over all plaquettes andNp(c) is either one or
zero (depending on whether there are two parallel dimers on
plaquette p for the configuration c). We include a minus sign
in order to favour parallel dimer configurations. The partition
function is obtained by summing the Boltzmann weights over
all configurations
Z =
∑
c
eβ
∑
pNp(c). (56)
with β = 1/T the inverse temperature. This model has been
shown53,54 to exhibit rotational and translational symmetry
breaking in a so-called columnar phase, quantified by the or-
der parameter
D =
1
Z
∑
c
eβ
∑
pNp(c)
1
N
(∑
l∈V
Ml(c)−
∑
l∈H
Ml(c)
)
,
(57)
where Ml(c) is one if there is a dimer on the link l and zero
otherwise, and V and H denote all vertical resp. horizon-
tal links. On the other hand, in the high-temperature limit
(T → ∞) the partition function reduces to an unweighted
sum over all allowed dimer configurations, the model is ex-
actly solvable55–57 and exhibits critical correlations58 without
any spatial symmetry breaking. A phase transition occurs be-
tween these two phases around temperature Tc = 0.6554,59.
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Figure 7. Probability (color scale) of finding a dimer on different links in the lattice for different temperatures, as computed by the VUMPS
algorithm with bond dimension χ = 70.
We can represent the partition function of the interacting
dimer model by a tensor network with a bipartite sub-lattice
structure. Indeed, if we choose the tensors A and B as
A i
j
k
l
=
{
1, i = j + 1 = k + 2 = l + 3
0, else (58)
respectively
B i
j
k
l
=
{
1, i = j − 1 = k − 2 = l − 3
0, else (59)
and define the matrix t as
t =

1 0 0 0
0 eβ/2 1 1
0 1 1 1
0 1 1 eβ/2
 (60)
we can define
A˜ = A
q
q
q
q (61)
with q2 = t, and the analogical definition for B˜. Then the
partition function Eq. (56) is given by
Z =
A˜ B˜ A˜
B˜ A˜ B˜
A˜ B˜ A˜
. (62)
This construction is seen to give the correct partition function
by realizing that (i) a ‘1’ on a link denotes the presence of a
dimer in that configuration, (ii) the tensorsA andB guarantee
that exactly one dimer is on each site, (iii) the eβ/2 factors
in the t matrix introduce the correct Boltzmann weight when
there are two parallel dimers on a plaquette.
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Figure 8. The hole density of the doped RVB state as a function of
a single parameter λ. We have used a SU(2) symmetric version of
the multisite VUMPS algorithm with total bond dimensions ranging
from 92 to 1414. For small λ we see a power law behaviour, as
illustrated by the inset log-log plot (we find the exponent 2.43 ±
0.02).
Since we have a tensor network with a two-by-two unit cell
and this model breaks translational symmetry at low tempera-
tures, we apply the multisite VUMPS algorithm. In Fig. 7 we
plot the probabilities of finding a dimer on the different links
in the lattice, showing columnar order for low temperatures
and a uniform distribution in the high-temperature phase. In
Fig. 6 we show the behaviour of the order parameter D for
different values of the bond dimension, showing an increas-
ingly critical form as the bond dimension increases. To de-
termine the critical point we compare the temperature of the
inflection point against the order parameter of the inflection
point for different values of the bond dimension. We see that
the temperature of the inflection point relates linearly with the
value of the order parameter at that temperature. In the in-
set of Fig. 6 we provide an extrapolation of the critical point
Tc = 0.6523± 0.0001, which agrees with and improves upon
known values in the literature.
C. Doped RVB state
For our third benchmark we start from the resonating va-
lence bond (RVB) state in the square lattice, which can be
represented as a translation-invariant PEPS from a local ten-
sor Asu,r,d,l with explicit SU(2) invariance
60. Following the
framework of symmetric tensor networks, we can label the
non-zero blocks in the tensor with SU(2) irreducible repre-
sentations; for the nearest-neighbour RVB we have only four
non-zero blocks,
A
1
2
1
2 ,0,0,0
= 1, A
1
2
0, 12 ,0,0
= 1,
A
1
2
0,0, 12 ,0
= 1, A
1
2
0,0,0, 12
= 1. (63)
This state is known60 to be in a critical (2 + 0)-dimensional
Coulomb phase and has power-law decaying dimer-dimer cor-
relations. As a result, the contraction typically requires a large
bond dimension for accurate results.
We now modify the RVB state by introducing holes on one
of the two sub-lattices. This ‘doping’ is performed by intro-
ducing a second PEPS tensor B with non-zero blocks
B00,0,0,0 = λ1, (64)
B01
2 ,
1
2 ,0,0
= λ2, B
0
0, 12 ,
1
2 ,0
= λ2,
B00,0, 12 ,
1
2
= λ2, B
0
1
2 ,0,0,
1
2
= λ2, (65)
B00, 12 ,0,
1
2
= λ3, B
0
1
2 ,0,
1
2 ,0
= λ3. (66)
The PEPS is then built up from the PEPS tensors A1 = A and
A2 = A+B as
|Ψ(A1, A2)〉 =
A1 A2 A1
A2 A1 A2
A1 A2 A1
, (67)
where the above blocks in the tensor B are chosen such that
the state is rotation invariant. This state is similar to previous
doping constructions, where a doping of the RVB state by un-
paired spins61 and fermionic holes62 has been implemented in
a translation-invariant way. Also, in contrast to the latter, we
do not invoke any fermionic degrees of freedom in our state,
so we effectively dope the state with bosonic holes on every
second site.
Since this PEPS is non-translation-invariant by construc-
tion, we use the multi-site VUMPS algorithm for contracting
it and computing observables. As an illustration, we fix the
above three parameters to be the same (λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = λ)
and we compute the hole density (per site) as a function of
the parameter λ. Because the undoped RVB state is critical,
a large bond dimension for the boundaries is needed and we
work with explicit SU(2) invariant tensors in each step of the
VUMPS algorithm. In Fig. 8 we plot the result, showing a
slow onset that follows a power-law, as is illustrated by the in-
set log-log plot followed by a slow saturation to 1 as λ grows
bigger, as is to be expected.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work, we have presented a generalization of the
VUMPS algorithm for contracting two-dimensional tensor
networks to the case of non-trivial unit cells. The algorithm
inherits the salient features of variational uniform MPS meth-
ods including optimality guarantees and high rates of con-
vergence, while the computational effort scales only linearly
13
with the size of the unit cell. We have benchmarked the con-
traction method on the square lattice antiferromagnetic Ising
model, the phase transition in the square-lattice interacting
dimer model and on the doped RVB PEPS. We expect this
algorithm to be important in the simulation of quantum spin
systems in two-dimensions with PEPS, wherever larger unit
cells are required for the representation of the ground state,
as well as for the simulation of classical two-dimensional sys-
tems where a unit cell appears either in the representation of
the partition function or due to symmetry breaking. We hope
that the emulation technique of larger unit cells presented in
this work inspires further generalizations of known tensor net-
work methods to larger unit cells.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the generalized fixed point equations
In this appendix, we are going to give an alternative to the
derivation of the optimality criterion of the VUMPS algorithm
and thereby generalize it to non trivial unit cells. In Section
A 1 we will generalize the reasoning from Ref. 40 to non-
hermitian transfer operators. In Section A 2 we will further
generalize to non-trivial unit cells. An alternative derivation
of the fixed point equations for a non-trivial unit cell using the
emulation of non-trivial unit cell tensor networks with triv-
ial unit cell tensor networks which is based on the single site
VUMPS algorithm with non-hermitian transfer operators is
given in Appendix B.
1. VUMPS for non-hermitian transfer matrices
The VUMPS algorithm40 is a scheme to optimize the equa-
tion
PA(M − λ) |ψ(A)〉 = 0 (A1)
via iterating over local tensor equations. Here A is the ten-
sor parametrizing the state vector |ψ(A)〉, M is the MPO for
which we wish to find an approximation of the boundary, λ is
the corresponding maximal eigenvalue and PA is the projec-
tor onto the tangent space of the MPS manifold at the point
parametrized by A as in Eq. (23). Eq. (A1) can be shown to
be the variational optimum approximating the boundary of the
tensor network parametrized byM over the MPS manifold for
any given fixed bond dimension given that the MPO transfer
matrix defined throughM is hermitian40. In the following, we
are going to show that this holds true also if the MPO trans-
fer matrix defined through M ceases to be hermitian but is
gapped, in the sense that the the absolute values of the eigen-
values of the MPO transfer matrix still sustain a gap stable
in the asymptotic limit. This situation can reflect a classical
partition function of a non-critical Ising model or the double
layer sandwich of the toric code PEPS.
For the contraction of the tensor network, we are interested
in its boundary which is the maximal eigenvector of the MPO
transfer matrix. More precisely, the boundary |φ〉 is the eigen-
vector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of M in abso-
lute value
M |φ〉 ∝ |φ〉 (A2)
This, in turn, corresponds to the resulting state upon an infi-
nite application of the MPO transfer matrix on a suitably cho-
sen random initial state. Moreover, for topological fixed point
models, the maximal eigenvectors correspond to the topolog-
ical boundaries of the model. Those are the states that live on
the boundary if one computed observables of this model on a
manifold with a boundary.
Because the MPO is gapped in the above sense, the bound-
ary will feature exponentially decaying correlations. The
exponentially decaying correlations of the one dimensional
boundary, however, imply that we can faithfully approximate
it locally by an MPS. More precisely, the reduced density ma-
trix of the many body state with exponential correlations on
segments of length k is -close to an MPS with bond dimen-
sion scaling asO(k/3)47–50. So in this sense, being interested
only in k-local properties we can write the state explicitly as
an MPS with an error smaller than .
Hence, for large enough k and at a sufficiently large bond
dimension χ such that the corresponding (k, ) approximation
error is below machine precision, we are practically not able
to computationally distinguish the MPS |ψ(A)〉 from the true
boundary state vector |φ〉. Hence, we argue that we can apply
the fixed point equation Eq. (A2) to |ψ(A)〉
M |ψ(A)〉 ≈ λ |ψ(A)〉 (A3)
where the approximation error due to the application of M
might increase from  to some ′ > , though the increase
will be in a controlled way given that M is gapped. This
can be understood as follows. The state vector |ψ(A)〉 is
(k, )-close to |φ〉. Additionally, the application of M ex-
ponentially suppresses the overlap orthogonal to its maximal
eigenstate. Hence, the normalized M |ψ(A)〉 is closer to |φ〉
than |ψ(A)〉 is. Therefore, the normalized M |ψ(A)〉 will be
(k′, ′/2) close to |φ〉, up to boundary effects (at the bound-
ary of the local patch of size k) decaying exponentially in the
depth into the region, leading to a modified ′/2, and hence
at most (k′, ′)-far from |ψ(A)〉. Hence, if k and χ are cho-
sen sufficiently large, the resulting ′ > 0 will still be below
machine precision, while k′ will still be sufficiently large.
As we are working over the manifold of MPS, it is natu-
ral to use the tangent space projector in order to reduce the
fixed point Eq. (A3) from a many body Hilbert space equa-
tion to a finite equation. The resulting equation still resolves
the overlap ofM |ψ(A)〉 with the full manifold of MPS whilst
only neglecting states that cannot be captured by the manifold
of MPS. Hence, we obtain Eq. (A1). Similarly as before, one
might argue that the projector is not a local operator and hence
one might not be able to apply the (k, )-closeness. However,
we can construct a similar argument as for the MPO transfer
matrix applied to the MPS in Eq. (A3). For each term in the
sum of the projector (cf. Eq. (23)) applied to the MPS, we find
that essentially only a finite patch contributes to the projector
because the gap in the MPS-MPO-MPS transfer matrix expo-
nentially suppresses the contribution of the tail of the transfer
matrix channel.
It is interesting to note that the above reasoning could be
generalized even further to critical systems, at the price of
a polynomial rather than a linear dependence on the bond
dimension50. Also, for critical systems, the application of M
does not exponentially suppress the overlap orthogonal to the
boundary but only in a weaker sense. To conclude, we find
that the optimality criterion the VUMPS algorithm optimizes
can also be understood for non-hermitian gapped MPOs.
2. Non-trivial unit cells: A variational argument
As explained in Section III B, in order to find the bound-
ary of a tensor network with a non-trivial unit cell we need
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to find a |ψ1〉 and λ that satisfy Mn . . .M2M1 |ψ1〉 = λ |ψ1〉,
where theMi are MPOs or MPO-like objects defining the ten-
sor network. We do this by assuming |ψ1〉 is well captured
by an MPS |ψ(A1)〉, which may be motivated through argu-
ments similar as in Appendix A 1. As explained before, this
is equivalent to looking for a set of MPSs |ψ(Ai)〉 and scalars
γi satisfying
M1 |ψ(A1)〉 ≈ γ1 |ψ(A2)〉 ,
M2 |ψ(A2)〉 ≈ γ2 |ψ(A3)〉 ,
. . .
Mn |ψ(An)〉 ≈ γn |ψ(A1)〉 ,
(A4)
with
∏
i γi = λ. We use the approximate sign in order to
emphasize that |ψ(Ai+1)〉 approximates Mi |ψ(Ai)〉 in some
sort of optimal way. In this text we choose the meaning of this
optimality to be variational in the sense of the fidelity per site
in the thermodynamic limit. In particular,
lim
N→∞
| 〈ψN (Ai+1)∣∣Mi∣∣ψN (Ai)〉 |1/N (A5)
should be maximal with respect to Ai+1.
Having thus translated the problem to variational MPS42
we can formulate a first naive algorithm to find the bound-
ary. Start with some initial MPS |ψ(A(0)1 )〉 and consecutively
apply all the Mi each time followed by variationally approxi-
mating the new MPS by maximizing the fidelity per site by an-
other MPS of some given bond dimension. Repeat that proce-
dure until convergence is reached. Clearly, this power method
will eventually converge to the fixed point characterized by
the Eq. (A4).
Similarly to the derivation of the VUMPS algorithm40 we
find the optimality criterion of maximizing the fidelity per site
to be equivalent to the vanishing of the tangent space projector
on the fixed point equation. In particular, for the variationally
optimal solution Ai to Eq. (A4) it must hold
PAi+1(Mi |ψ(Ai)〉 − γi |ψ(Ai+1)〉) = 0 (A6)
where PA represents the MPS-tangent space projector at the
state parametrized by A. In this particular case the tangent
space criterion is equivalent to maximizing the fidelity per
site. Note, however, that the tangent space criterion need not
imply a variational principle in general.
Instead of the just described power method however we go
one step further: we write down all the fixed point equations
Eq. (A4) in the projected form of Eq. (A6) at once, and call
this our new, global fixed point equation. This can then be
solved iteratively in a similar spirit as the original VUMPS
algorithm as explained in Section III C. It is easy to see that
the set of these global fixed point equations corresponds to 44
and 45. Obviously, as Eq. (A6) is contained in the global fixed
point equation a solution to this global fixed point equation
contains the result of the above described power method.
Appendix B: Tensor networks with non-trivial unit cell
In this appendix we will formally generalize the VUMPS method to tensor networks that admit a non-trivial unit cell. Instead
of arguing from a power method as in Appendix A 2 we will be using the emulation of non-trivial unit cell tensor networks by
trivial unit cell tensor networks. It will be easy to see that the cost scales only linearly rather than an exponential in the unit cell
size. In this work, we assume that the lattice on which the tensor network is defined still has the same regularity within the unit
cell as on the outer level connecting those unit cells, both having rectangular structure.
1. Emulating tensor networks with a non-trivial unit cell by tensor networks with a trivial unit cell
In order to apply the VUMPS methodology to tensor networks with a non-trivial unit cell we are going to emulate the latter
by a tensor network with a trivial unit cell. However, instead of achieving this by merely blocking the tensors within one unit
cell – leading to an exponential overhead in the complexity – we are going to define a new model with a tensor network with a
richer structure leading only to a linear overhead.
To start with, we observe that the data of a two dimensional tensor network on a rectangular lattice is defined by a four leg
tensor for any position in the unit cell. In particular, this data can be modeled by a five leg tensor, where the fifth leg carries as a
basis the sites of the unit cell. Explicitly, the basis of the fifth leg is given by Znxny ' Znx × Zny and we can split this leg into
two legs each with basis Znx and Zny , respectively. This corresponds to making the x and y dependence of the tensors explicit.
Graphically, the defining data is given by the tensor
Mx,y =
M
(x, y)
=
M
x y
(B1)
for all x, y from the unit cell. Starting from this tensor, we use the additional structure
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M
+
+
(B2)
in order to define the tensor network with trivial unit cell emulating the original tensor network with non-trivial unit cell by
connecting them uniformly over a square lattice
M M M
M M M
M M M
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
. (B3)
This new tensor network is the superposition of all unit cell shifts of the original tensor network. Similarly, the red and blue
bonds can be seen as defect lines in the two dimensional tensor network corresponding to the symmetry breaking. The original
tensor network is then emulated via symmetry breaking into specific unit cell channels and working therein. Moreover, it is easy
to see that the new tensor network still carries the information about the unit cell: working on a torus with width mx ×my the
tensor network will vanish for any mx 6= kxnx and my 6= kyny .
In order to efficiently parametrize the boundary of such tensor networks we introduce a generalization of MPS. This is, we
generalize the tensor network structure of MPS to a structure related to Eq. (B2)
A
+
. (B4)
This is equivalent to a list of MPS each with a non-trivial unit cell. The substructure of the tensor network of an MPS
constructed from tensors as in Eq. (B4) is designed such that we are actually emulating non-trivial unit cell tensor networks
when the MPS is placed on the boundary of tensor networks as in Eq. (B2). Clearly, by blocking the indices we re-obtain an
MPS however at bond dimension nxnyχ and physical dimension nxnyD.
For MPS as in Eq. (B4) we can define a gauge in a similar way as in III A
|ψ(A)〉 = AL AC AR
+ + +
(B5)
where the injectivity of the MPS holds in each of the nxny channels encoding the unit cell separately. Also, the state in Eq. (B5)
is not normalized in the usual sense. Rather, the MPS corresponds to ny MPS with a non-trivial unit cell in the x-direction,
each of which being normalized. Similarly, the MPS in Eq. (B5) is such that normalization holds in each of the nxny channels
separately. In what follows, we will alway refer to normalized as normalized in each unit cell channel (x, y) separately. In order
to emulate non-trivial unit cell tensor networks via tensors as in Eq. (B2) and (B4) we associate the physical degrees of freedom
to the black bonds of the tensor network. The red and blue bonds correspond to the x- and y-labels of the unit-cell, and can be
thought of as a book keeping. The set of normalized states parametrized as in Eq. (B4) forms the manifold of non-trivial unit
cell MPS with bond dimension χ and unit cell shape (nx, ny) which we denote by Mnx,ny,χ. Using this tensor network the
fixed point equation then reads
AL AC AR
MM M
+ + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
≈ γ AL AC AR
+ + +
(B6)
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Using +T = − and the fact that the y legs are all connected through delta tensors only we find that Eq. (B6) is equivalent
to Eq. (42). Note that if the MPO in Eq. (B6) is not normalized such that it maps the y-th normalized boundary MPS to the
normalized y+ 1’st boundary MPS we must allow the boundary MPS to be not normalized within the unit cell channels in order
to absorb the different scalar factors from the MPOs in each y channel similar to Eq. (40).
2. Geometry of MPS with non trivial unit cell tensors
As explained in the previous section we are going to work not on the usual manifold of MPS but on the manifold of MPS with
non-trivial unit cell tensorsMnx,ny,χ. Therefore, let us re-derive the geometric picture of MPS on the new manifoldMnx,ny,χ
similar as in Ref. 42. To this end, we are mainly interested in the tangent space projector onMnx,ny,χ. It is straightforward to
compute the tangent vectors |φ(B,A)〉 at the point |ψ(A)〉. They are given by the equal weight superposition of all displacements
of defects on |ψ(A)〉 with a given defect tensor B
|φ(B,A)〉 =
∑
x,y,α,s,β
Bx,y,α,s,β
∂
∂Ax,y,α,s,β
|ψ(A)〉 =
∑
n∈Z
AL B AR
+ + +
si−n sn sn+1
(B7)
where n indicates the site on which the defect matrix is placed. Due to the normalization of the MPS manifold the tangent space
TAMnx,ny,χ at a point |ψ(A)〉 must be orthogonal in Hilbert space to the the state parametrized by that point. This, together
with the gauge degree of freedom in the MPS eliminates χ2nxny degrees of freedom from the original χ2dnxny degrees of
freedom. This can be addressed directly by requiring that for the tensor B in Eq. (B7) it must hold
B
AL
= 0 (B8)
and vice versa for the same diagram flipped about the horizontal axis. In particular, B must have support on the null space of
AL only. In order to parametrize such tensors B we can define the tensor VL similar to Ref. 42 to be an isometry on on the null
space of AL at each (x, y). Hence, for VL it must hold
VL
AL
= 0 (B9)
and
VL
VL
= . (B10)
As the null space of each of the nxny AL is χ(d − 1) dimensional, the right bond of VL at (nx, ny) has dimension χ(d − 1).
Finally, we can write the parametrization of B using the nxny matrices Xnx,ny with dimensions χ(d − 1) × χ fixing the free
degrees of freedom of B as
B
+
= VL X
+
. (B11)
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Similarly as in Ref. 42, we can rewrite the projector onto the null space as
VL
+
VL
+
=
+
+
−
AL
+
AL
+
. (B12)
This is, we can straightforwardly use VL in order to to write the tangent space projector PA at point |ψ(A)〉 acting on states of
the form as in Eq. (B5) explicitly as
PA =
∑
n∈Z
AL AR
+ +
AL AR
+ +
sn
s′n
sn−1 sn+1
s′n+1 s
′
n+1
−
AL AL AR
+ +
AL AL AR
+ +
sn−1 sn sn+1
s′n−1 s′n s
′
n+1
(B13)
3. Multisite VUMPS in explicit notation
In order to derive the local VUMPS equations for the generalized tensor network we can combine the above Sections A 1, B 1
and B 2. Similar as for standard VUMPS we define the tensors A′C and C
′ as
1
N
AL AC AR
M M M
AL AR
+ + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ + +
= A′C (B14)
and
1
N ′
AL AL C AR
M M M
AL AL AR
+ + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ + +
=
C ′
(B15)
where the diverging N and N ′ denote the normalizations counteracting the non-normalized transfer matrices as before. It is
worth noticing that due to the substructure in the tensor network spanned by the x- and y-legs respectively the only non-vanishing
elements on the left hand side are exactly those where all x-index configurations (respectively y-index configurations) match.
This means, that we are free to absorb all open x-legs (y-legs) on the left hand side into one delta tensor with one open leg whilst
dropping the delta tensor on the right hand side splitting the x-leg (y-leg) into three legs, respectively two legs. In other words:
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The tensor network structure involving the delta tensors on the left hand side is automatically fulfilled by the tensor network on
the right hand side (independent of the M , C and AR/L tensors).
Using the tensors A′C and C
′ it is easy to see that the optimality criterion Eq. (A1) where the tangent space projector of the
form of Eq. (B13) is acting on the boundary equation in the form of (B6) is equivalent to
AC
+
= AL
+
C = C AR
+
(B16)
together with
A′C
+
= AL
+
C ′ = C ′ AR
+
. (B17)
As Eq. (B16) is the gauge condition for the generalized MPS which is unique up to a phase we find that A′C ∝ AC and C ′ ∝ C
which are the generalized VUMPS equations
1
N
AL AC AR
M M M
AL AR
+ + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ + +
= τAC AC (B18)
and
1
N ′
AL AL C AR
M M M
AL AL AR
+ + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+ + +
= τC
C
(B19)
which corresponds to Eqs. (44) and (45) and can be written in the normalized formulation as in Eq. (48) and Eq. (49).
Appendix C: Sequential implementation
The algorithm defined in the main text updates all tensors
in parallel. Similarly, one could as well define a sequential
update method. In particular, instead of updating the whole
unit cell at once, one could iterate through the x-channel in
Eqs. (48) and (49) as follows:
To start we initialize a set of ny MPS with a unit cell of size
nx, each of these MPS corresponding to a boundary. Then, for
each x in the MPS’ unit cell we derive the local equations hAC
(cf. (48)) and hc (cf. (49)) using (46) and (47) at x (where hC
actually should be derived for x and x− 1). Solving hAC and
hC we obtain new tensorsAC at x for all y andC at x and x−
1 for all y. Using these we update the boundaries using (33)
and (35) obtaining a gauging error. Starting over again from
the new set of boundaries for x + 1 until one sweep through
the unit cell is completed. Start again from the beginning until
the gauging error (or the difference in the singular values of
C in different iterations) is smaller than a desired threshold .
The algorithm is shown with more structure in Algorithms 3
and 4.
The difference in the sequential and parallel update for lo-
cal Hamiltonian quantum systems, similar to this work with
ny = 1 and a hermitian MPO, is discussed in Ref. 40 (cf. Fig-
ure 1). They find the two algorithms to perform comparably.
While the parallel update has a smaller overhead per iteration
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Algorithm 3: Explicit terms of the local Hamiltonians in the sequential implementation.
Function local apply h a c((AyC)y , x):
(AyC)y ←− update according to (48) at x
return (AyC)y
Function local apply h c((Cy)y , x):
(Cy)y ←− update according to (49) at x
return (Cy)y
Algorithm 4: Sequential implementation of the VUMPS algorithm for non-trivial unit cells.
Data: MPO M = (Mx,y)x,y with non-trivial (nx, ny) shaped unit cell; desired accuracy prec
Result: Array containing the data of ny MPS corresponding to the boundaries (|ψ(Ay)〉)y
(|ψ(Ay)〉)y ←− initialize MPS array
(Lx,y)x,y, (Rx,y)x,y ←− update environments from {(|ψ(Ay)〉)y ,M} calling environment terms
gauge ←− 1
(gauge,y)y ←− (1)y
while gauge > prec do
for x ∈ {0, . . . nx} do
(Ax,yC )y ←− solve hAC using an iterative solver calling local apply h a c at x
(Cx,yR )y ←− solve hCR using an iterative solver calling local apply h c at x
(Cx,yL )y ←− solve hCL using an iterative solver calling local apply h c at x− 1
for y ∈ {0, . . . , ny} do
|ψ(Ay)〉 , trunc,y ←− {Ax,yC , Cx,yR , Cx,yL } following (33) and (35)
gauge ←− max{gauge,y}
(Lx,y)x,y, (Rx,y)x,y ←− update environments from {(|ψ(Ay)〉)y ,M} calling environment terms
computationally, because the environment terms need to be
computed only once, the sequential algorithm seems to find
short cuts in the iteration trajectory resulting in less iterations
necessary till convergence. This can be understood nicely us-
ing the picture of Appendix B: While the parallel update cor-
responds to the minimization with respect to the full tangent
space projector Eq. (B13), the sequential update breaks these
updates into optimizations with respect to hyperplanes within
the tangent space (as the x-channel in the projector is fixed)
with the consecutive updates in the x-direction being coupled.
This means that for the sequential update there is more free-
dom to find different iteration trajectories, which however in
general are not guaranteed to be shorter. It is easy to see that a
solution of one algorithm is also a solution to the other algo-
rithm.
While the understanding carries over, the findings cannot
be applied straightforwardly to this work. Here we are deal-
ing with MPOs rather than local Hamiltonians. In turn, the
environment equations are as complex as the leading terms in
complexity, the computation of AC . Therefore, the environ-
ment terms are a leading term in complexity such that the se-
quential implementation scales quadratically in nx. Note: The
sequential algorithm in Ref. 40 scales quadratically in nx, too,
but only in a sub-leading term. For nx sufficiently larger than
the physical dimension, however, the parallel update can be
expected to perform better than the sequential update in their
case. Obviously in our case it still holds that both algorithms
converge to the same solutions.
